How to fix 3.5 mm jack

Music is for everyone and over the years music is becoming more and more accessible by
different devices like iPod's, Phones, etc. And the most common way to listen to music is to use
your headphones and enjoy the music and most headphones use a standard 3. But the
everyday use and the vertical alignment of these headphone jacks causes it to wear out and
after some time it just stops working. Now, if you have a good pair of headphones it would be a
impractical to replace the headphones, but one alternative is you can replace the headphone
jack by yourself, which is really simple to do and saves you the cost of a new pair of
headphones. In this Instructable, I'm going to show you How to replace your broken 3. Caution :
This project requires some basic soldering knowledge if you do not know how to solder, there
are a lot of YouTube videos that show you how to do solder. The 3. The 3 terminal jack is for
stereo audio and the one with 4 terminals is for an additional microphone. In this instructable
I'm going to show you how to fix a three terminal jack, but even the 4 terminal one is quite
similar and you could follow along with this instructable. Let's start with cutting out the old jack,
you should leave out about 1cm of wire from the jack, this is not necessary, but it would be
safer to avoid any wire damage near the jack. You could use a wire stripper or a pair of scissors
to cut out the cable. After you cut out the wire you have to remove the insulation and depending
on your headphones you should have either 3 or 4 or 5 wires. Three or four wires represent a
stereo headphones without microphone and 5 wires represent a microphone or volume control.
Before soldering you need to remove the insulation on the wires this could be done by burning
the tip of the wires with the help of a candle or match stick. Removing insulation may cause the
wire to char up, you need to clean the wire with some sandpaper before proceeding to soldering
it to the new 3. The final step is to solder the wire to the new headphone jack best way to do it to
use some solder flux over the wire and pre-solder the wire before soldering it to the new
headphone jack. If you have two or more copper colored wires you need to solder it together
and that solders to the longest terminal on the new headphone jack. Next, you need to solder
the individual channel wires which is generally color coded as red and blue and red and green.
After you solder all the terminals check the headphones for audio before inserting the
headphone cap back on to the jack. And now you should have successfully replaced your
headphones jack and you can go back to enjoying music. For more such Instructables comment
below. For any doubts or assistance DM me. Happy to work as freelancer. We can send men to
the moon, gain control over quantum phenomena, and see as far as is physically possible into
space, but we have yet to design an audio cable that won't break at the end of the plug By
CodeChamp Follow. More by the author:. Here is what you need to get started 3. That's all
folks!! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Once you have
made sure that the headphones are defective, proceed as follows: First of all, you need to find a
place where the cable broke. Run two fingers along the cable and look for bumps. The break is
usually present at this point. Take a box knife if necessary a sharp kitchen knife will do and
carefully cut the cover open at the appropriate point. Make sure you only cut open the rubber
sleeve and not into the cable underneath. You should now see the broken cable too, as the
conductors should be quite frayed at that point. Now take a pair of scissors and separate the
break completely. Take the two ends of the wire and twirl well again. Thorondor95 2 years ago.
Back when Apple decided to do away with the headphone jack, the company cited that the
technology was just too old to be effectively useful. Usually, headphone jacks are as reliable as
they come. However, like all the other pieces of tech, the 3. In either of these cases, there can
more than just a singular reason as to why the headphone jack is not working. It may seem like
a no-brainer to most, but the fact that so many people overlook this basic fix for the headphone
jack problem requires it to be explicitly mentioned. There is a chance that there could be
nothing wrong with the headphone jack of your smartphone, but the real problem could lie with
the 3. The easiest way to find out if the headphones are the real culprit is by plugging them into
a different smartphone or media device and listening to whether the audio. Simply press either
volume key and expand the panel to check the media sound. This is another no-brainer,
something you must have already tried. However, we want to make sure we have all the basics
down. To restart, press and hold the power button until the power menu pops up. So, see if you
catch a lucky break with a simple restart. Your smartphone is theoretically the most used and
abused piece of technology that you use every single day. From going to work to heading out
the park, carrying your phone around everywhere is a reality, and so is the chance of dirt, grit,
and grime getting lodged into the 3. Using a can of compressed air , you can quickly give the
headphone jack a blow and dislodge any particles that are blocking the path. These two
methods listed above should help you dislodge any of the lint or dirt that has found its way into
the tiny headphone slot. Now that the audio world is moving towards turning Bluetooth into the
wireless alternative to music, the headphone jack is losing its prominence. However, on devices
that are powered by Bluetooth and the 3. You can start off by making sure that the Bluetooth

module is turned off on your Android device. The problem with the headphone jack can
sometimes be a software-related glitch and not directly related to the hardware. Once you exit
the SoundAbout app, it will continue to run the background and reroute the audio the
headphone jack manually. This should clear out any app-related audio interference that may be
causing the headphone jack to stop working. All of the solutions mentioned above have been
tried and tested to fix most of the common issues that result in the headphone jack not working.
The only solution left under such circumstances is to take your phone out for repair and seek a
professional technician to replace the headphone jack. If your phone is still under warranty, you
can have it fixed with no added cost, but either way, the headphone jack is fairly cheap to
replace on most devices, although it does require expert soldering skills. Did you find a way to
resolve the issue with the headphone jack on your smartphone the easy way, or will you have to
look under the hood to have it physically fixed? Let us know in the comments section right
down below. While briefly being persuaded by the iPhone, he made it back to the Android camp
with the OnePlus One and has been a loyal comrade since. Related: How to fix delayed
notifications problem on Android How to fix moisture detected problem on the Galaxy S8 How
to fix the battery drain problem on Oreo Contents. How to fix the headphone jack on your phone
Solution No. Fixes Issues Problems Solutions. Submit Type above and press Enter to search.
Press Esc to cancel. This is most likely a Driver issue, there seems to be problems with the
latest realtek driver with sound channels not working. I had issues with 5. Was this reply
helpful? Yes No. Sorry this didn't help. I suggest you to try to install the drivers in compatibility
mode and check if it helps you. You can follow the steps given in the link below. Yes it worked
for me. Choose where you want to search below Search Search the Community. Issue started
on build , This is killing me as i normal stream movies on the PC while I play games on my
Xbone. This thread is locked. You can follow the question or vote as helpful, but you cannot
reply to this thread. I have the same question Thanks for your feedback. How satisfied are you
with this reply? Thanks for your feedback, it helps us improve the site. In reply to BillGrice's
post on June 26, I am stuck with the VIA drivers. Using an ASUS motherboard. I have rolled the
drivers back, uninstalled them attempted to install Realtec and even the Soundblaster ones and
no luck it will only see the VIA drivers. In reply to JordanJones3's post on June 26, Hi Jordan, I
suggest you to try to install the drivers in compatibility mode and check if it helps you.
ManuelPerez Deveaux. In reply to PranavMishra's post on July 16, This site in other languages
x. My problem with my Dell Inspiron laptop is that whenever I plug a device in, the computer
does not detect anything is plugged in. I am VERY specific. Most people with issues with their
audio jack have an issue where they will plug in headphones in the audio jack, but upon doing
so, the audio will continue to play through external speakers built into their laptop, and not
through the headphones because they were not detected due to a driver issue. That is NOT my
issue. The headphone jack and all my audio drivers and all my Windows Audio services and
related services are all functioning and have ALL been messed with to try to resolve my much
weirder issue. For me, all devices plugged into the audio jack work fine. It will stop playing
audio through my speakers, and go to my headphone or earbuds, and work like it normally
should, the problem is it does not KNOW that it is doing that. The computer still thinks that
when it cuts the audio from the external speakers and starts playing only into the headphones,
that it is STILL playing through the external speakers. Why is this an issue? Well, all my audio
devices have built in microphones, but unlike the speakers, the compute will NOT switch over
the microphone from the built-in webcam mic to the one plugged in into the audio jack, because
it does not detect anything is plugged into the audio jack, despite playing audio through
anything plugged into it. One thing I noticed is BEFORE this issue occurred, any time I plugged
anything into the audio jack, Windows 10 would prompt me with a notice asking me what I
plugged into the audio jack, and those options listed "Headphones with Mic" and "Skull-candy
Headset" and stuff like that, and the audio BEFORE I select anything from the list would go to
my headphones or earbuds, but only after selecting an option that had a microphone on it did
the microphone get detected and viewable through the available devices on my PC. When I plug
something into my PC's audio jack now, it does not ask me that anymore, but still will play
audio totally fine through whatever is plugged into it. ALL of my drivers have been updated,
uninstalled, reinstalled, disabled, enabled, and I have troubleshooted this by going into
"Services" and stopping and restarting Windows Audio and Windows Audio Endpoint Builder,
and restarting my computer after all of these and every combination of these methods, as well
as checking to see that the PC's 3. I cannot see any reason that this is a hardware issue, it
appears to be something related to Windows that is not letting it detect anything is being
plugged into the headphone jack. Under "Recording" , Microphone - Realtek High Definition
Audio is the default device, and all of these are turned on, under properties nothing is disabled,
at all. Everything is set to function totally fine. What I would like as a solution is not for my

microphone to work, I do not want ANY solutions that can fix my problem by explaining how to
fix common audio problems for a PC when you plug something in and it does not work.
Anything I plug in DOES work, but not the microphone, because it does NOT ask me what I
plugged in, and I cannot select it is a headphone with a microphone, so it will not switch over
from the webcam mic to the headphone mic, nor can I do that manually because when I plug
something in it does not recognize I plug anything in at all despite properly functioning when I
do to be able to do so. Was this reply helpful? Yes No. Sorry this didn't help. Based on the
information you provided, it seems that the issue is caused by your driver. We suggest
downloading a fresh copy of the audio driver through the manufacturer's website and see if it
helps. Choose where you want to search below Search Search the Community. Search the
community and support articles Windows Windows 10 Search Community member. Matt
Montalvo. Any potential solutions at all would be greatly appreciated, and thank you so much
for reading. This thread is locked. You can follow the question or vote as helpful, but you
cannot reply to this thread. I have the same question Monica Cam Microsoft Agent. Hi Matt,
Based on the information you have provided, considering that you have done updating uninstall
and reinstall the driver, disabling and re-enabling the driver from the Services, and the issue
persists, then it's possibles that the issue is due to a faulty hardware or an issue with the device
itself. You can consider contacting the manufacturer of your device for advanced assistance.
Thanks for your feedback. How satisfied are you with this reply? Thanks for your feedback, it
helps us improve the site. Radney Dri Microsoft Agent. In reply to Joshua Dworkin's post on
July 25, Hi Joshua, Based on the information you provided, it seems that the issue is caused by
your driver. Looking forward to your response. This site in other languages x. Finding yourself
in a situation where your headphone jack is not working? It happens to a lot of users and can be
extremely frustrating, especially for those who regularly listen to music, and so on. Read more :
Best Bluetooth headsets. This post will guide you through five fixes that will, hopefully, solve
the problem you are experiencing. The first step when you find your headphone jack is not
working is an obvious one. You can check this out quickly just by plugging them into another
device. A laptop, TV, or any other device that has the 3. Read more : How to fix a water damaged
phone. Time to try out one of the other fixes listed below. We also recommend plugging a
different pair of headphones into your smartphone before moving forward. Normally, when you
plug in your headphones, the smartphone should recognize them and everything should work
as intended regardless of the Bluetooth settings. In that case, the smartphone is likely paired
with one of the other devices you have in your house. As you can imagine, a lot of dust, as well
as lint, can make its way into the headphone jack over time. This just might be the cause of the
problem, as the dirt can actually block the connection between the headphones and the jack.
The first thing you should do if your headphone jack is not working is simply take a look into
the jack to see just how dirty it really is. A flashlight might come in handy for this. The next step
is to try and clean it and hope that that solves the issue. There are a lot of different ways to do
this, some of which work better than others. You can also use a can of compressed air if you
have one nearby. A great option is to use a cotton swab. Push it into the jack and swirl it around
a little bit to get the dust and lint out. Be very careful when you do this, as the last thing you
want to do is cause any more damage to the device. If things look better, plug in your
headphones to check if everything works as it should now. Just open up the audio settings on
your device and check the volume level as well as any other settings that might mute the sound.
Read more : How to backup your Android phone. If there is one, that is. This can sometimes
solve loads of different smartphone-related problems and takes less than a minute to do. Just
press and hold the power button, select the restart option, wait for the device to turn back on
again, and then check to see if the problem still persists. If your device is still under warranty,
the best thing to do is simply contact the retailer or manufacturer. Explain the problem to the
company, and send it in for repair or replacement. In case the warranty has expired you do have
phone insurance. Just make a claim with your provider. The third solution is definitely the worst
one. You may have to get the device repaired by the manufacturer or someone else who knows
what he or she is doing. Otherwise, you could just opt for a pair of wireless Bluetooth
headphones, which will also solve the problem. Well, sort of. These are some of the fixes that
we hope will help you take care of a faulty headphone jack on your smartphone. If you think we
have missed any, do let us know in the comments. Also feel free to share which of the solutions
listed above â€” if any â€” worked best for you. Also applies to headset static when using 2. We
often hear customers having issues with 3. If you occasionally touch the metal contact with
your fingers, you are putting oils on the connector. This in turn allows dust to easily adhere and
accumulate on the metal contact. Dust gets between the points of contact and causes static.
First, remove the headset jack from the plug in. With a can of compressed air, spray into the
connector to hopefully remove any dust. With a soft cloth, thoroughly wipe the metal contact to

remove any dust and oil residue. When finished, re-insert the jack into the connector. Hopefully
this resolves the issue and you can use your headset without static. Your headset will need to
be replaced at that point. Another cause of static with headsets using the 3. This can happen if
you regularly pull or tug on the cable colored orange in the above pictures instead of the hard
plastic molded assembly. In September , Apple release the iPhone 7 and for the first time,
removed the 3. This was a much needed move in the industry to replace the 3. For Apple, it
meant moving to their Lightning Connector. Thank you so much! Nobody even mentioned dust
elsewhere! Your email address will not be published. Search for:. How to fix headset static?
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. All Rights Reserved.
Laptop users commonly use headphones for multiple purposes, so even a tiny problem with
headphone jacks can be worrisome. However, headphone jacks sometimes start acting up and
lead to many problems when you find your laptop headphone jack not working. This is not
something to be worried about anymore since here are some easy ways to fix the headphone
jack not working on laptop. Sometimes the problem is as minor as having plugged the
headphones in the wrong jack. If this is the case then simply taking the headphone plug out and
then inserting it in the right jack can do the trick for you. Usually, the headphone jacks are color
coded as green, or the jacks have a headphone symbol on them. You can easily recognize the
correct headphone jack and plug in the headphone properly to enjoy listening through your
headphones. Sometimes, you need to select a default device for your laptop if it has a built-in
speaker and is connected to an external speaker too. In this case, you need to select one since
both the speakers will not work at the same time. Here is how you can do this: 1. Go to your
taskbar and right click once on the sound icon. From there select the sounds tab when a new
list appears. Go to the Playback tab and then right-click on your headphone device icon and
select the enable option. This should solve your problem particularly if you are using Windows
There can be times when you are a little distracted and forget to unmute the headphones or
have the volume too low to be audible. To resolve this you need to: 1. Click on the sound icon
on the far right of the lower side of your laptop screen. Then unmute the headphones by
clicking on the speaker icon. If the headphones are not already mute then simply turn up the
volume by moving the volume slider to the right. If you have done all the above things and still
see the laptop headphone jack not working then maybe the problem lies in your headphone.
This is something that you can easily take care of. Try to plug in another pair of headphones
into your laptop and see if it starts working. If it does work, then your previous headphones are
to blame. If the other pair of headphones does not work either, then it is not a headphone
problem. An out-of-date or misfit audio driver can lead to the issue of laptop headphone jack
not working. This will help you troubleshoot the problem, and hopefully, your headphones will
start working. Most laptops have an audio board referred to as the Daughter board which is
separate from the motherboard. You can replace the audio board to solve the problem for once
and all. These methods can help you fix the laptop headphone jack not working issue. So, now
you can fix the headphone jack and start enjoying your favorite audios once again! Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This will make the volume audible, and you can start listening to the sounds via
your headphone. David Tian December 30, 0 3 minutes read. Facebook Twitter Reddit. He loves
technology, especially good at laptops and mobile phones. In his free time, he loves to take
apart the latest mobile phones and laptops. Related Articles. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. It is the first generation Xbox One controller released, but
has since been discontinued. While this controller is commonly used with the Xbox One, it can
also be used for PC gaming. Female part of the 3. Basically with a headset plugged in directly to
the 3. I use a hyperx cloud 2 headset that works perfectly on any device other than the xbox one
controller. I will also add that I cannot find a replacement 3. You can find every single part for
the controller, but the only part you cannot find is the 3. I just ordered a Repair kit with three 3.
David Horton. This is a bit Lazarus, but if I've found it others might. As the other reply states,
the socket just sits loosely on the circuit board. This allows movement which wears out the
contacts on the board. I tried all sorts of things and eventually got a length of eight core cable
Ethernet cable would work - you only need seven cores - and soldered it on to the board and the
socket, extending the socket outside the controller. It's a bit Heath Robinson, but it works and
saves buying a new controller. If you're going to attempt this then a couple of tips:. Once the
socket is out of the unit, the contacts can fall out of it, particularly when soldering. I suggest
some good tape to hold them in before you start. Test all of the connections. The back two pairs
furthest from the socket hole detect the presence of the plug in the socket. One pair is normally
open and the other is normally closed, so don't assume that a short is a bad thing. Test the
socket first to familiarise yourself with how it works with and without a plug. If you're still
reading and understand all this then give it a go. If not then I suggest you don't attempt it. Drake

jckofalltrades. Show pictures? Here is a screen shot from a youtube video On both grips of the
controller there are snap in place panels you will need to remove them. There are five keyed
screws on the controller two under each snap together panel and one under the label of the
battery compartment. Take your drill and bit then slightly drill the dot out of the the center of
each keyed screw. Use your hex tool and and unscrew the screws then carefully separate the
two pieces apart with the face of the controller facing down. Once separated with the face down
take the first circuit board off be careful of breaking small wires and losing the jack it's self
because it's not fused to the bord the 3. Very carefully bend those pins slightly up to make a
better connection. Take the paperclip and carefully bend the pins inside of the jack it will be
visible and reachable through the top of the jack inward towards the center of the jack. When
you are finished you will have to set the jack back in its groove on the face of the controller then
replace the top board and ensure all connections are tight, then continue to reassemble the
controller. This should work to resolve this issue. I have successfully done this on my own
controller. ShadowWizzard Gaming. I had the same problem. My mic was working and then it
just cut out. The symptoms of the mic problem is random cutting out. Travis Berenyi tmberenyi.
I also have a problem with my female 3. Now whenever I plug in my mic it causes the game I'm
playing to have quite severe reverb. Chat has no reverb whatsoever. Any assistance with this
problem would be fantastic. In response to what "drake" said above When I update the
controller the audio pops, goes silent, then the static returns. I think I may have a bad cable. My
headset hasn't been reverbing recently. Thanks for the response. Russell Hill. Hi there, I have
published a how-to guide for replacing the broken XBox One headset adaptor - hope it helps.
How to repair an XBox One controller. Right now I have the same problem just recently bought
the Corsair hs50 and now probably gonna return them because there basically useless so yeah!
Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Any info helps, thanks! Answer this question I have this
problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 6.
Still looking for help. Try Amazon. Most Helpful Answer. David Horton Rep: 37 1. If you're going
to attempt this then a couple of tips: 1. Was this answer helpful? Score 3. Drake jckofalltrades
Rep: 6 2. Score 1. Sorry, didn't even think of posting a pic. ShadowWizzard Gaming Rep: 13 1.
Travis Berenyi tmberenyi Rep: 1. I have an Xbox one elite controller. Score 0. I have yet to find a
solution Russell Hill Rep: 1. View Statistics:. It is the first generation Xbox One controller
released, but has since been discontinued. While this controller is commonly used with the
Xbox One, it can also be used for PC gaming. I recently encountered a problem where I get
static white noise in my headset. The controller in question is an Xbox One Elite controller. I
have trying multiple headsets with the controller and both have static. I also have my plain
controller that also has a 3. So i can conclude that the problem lies with my Elite controller. I
have tried using the rechargable battery pack, pack with chord, batteries, batteries with chord,
and chord no batteries. All have the same static white noise. I have the same problem with my
controller and i cant hear in one of my controllers and in the other my in game voice chat does
not work like i can hear other just my mic does not work I've tried 3 different headsets all of
them did not work so then i tried my friends controller and it did work i need to find a way to fix
it because those controllers are not cheap you know? It may be that the 3. Here is a link to a
video which shows the disassembly of your controller. If you stop the video at minutes you can
see the socket I think- not sure if left or right component on the circuit board, on the board at
the back, in the area just above the USB socket on the front board in the picture. Looking at the
picture I cannot tell if it is a surface mounted or a through hole soldered type, so you will have
to determine the problem once you get it open. Test if the socket is loose, by very gently trying
to move it. It should be not moving at all, if it does 'rock' the connection is loose and will have to
be remade. If the connection is solid the socket will have to be replaced as it cannot be repaired.
So now what i have to buy a set of tools just to fix a broken headphone jack? If only microsoft
manufactured reliable and actually good products. Yes, tools are required to do repairs, that's
life. Don't like it, buy a new controller and stop complaining. Andrew holbicketoon. Had this
exact same problem with 2 controllers that are less than one month old. If I wind tape around
the top of the headphone plug and around the left grip to 'pull' the jack over the left this works
with both controllers, but that's uncomfortable and I have to remove tape to put controllers on
charging dock. I was looking here for a more permanent fix to avoid sending controllers away
for who knows how long when my son has only had the system for 4 weeks, yes I could do this
repair described above but shouldn't have to - these units are not fit for purpose. Microsoft
need to fix the design flaw and recall these units to allow swap-outs of the faulty products in UK
retail stores. Same both sons both controllers no longer the aux port works. I'd like to tell at
them for being too rough but they swear they have not been. Now they fight over the one
adapter we have. Which are now not being made anymore but are made way better. Josh Lester
rageistheman. I was having the same issue. After opening the remote I discovered that the jack

only sits on the motherboard no soldiers and what has happen is the prons on the jack don't
make contact with the motherboard as before. I removed the jack and pryied the connectors out
so it would make a better connection. But the problem continued. Only one side of my headset
plays audio if I rock the headset jack side to side to find a sweetspot but any movement of the
jack stops the connection. David Horton. I've given this answer elsewhere on here, but here
goes anyway As another reply states, the socket just sits loosely on the circuit board. This
allows movement which wears out the contacts on the board. I tried all sorts of things and
eventually got a length of eight core cable Ethernet cable would work - you only need seven
cores - and soldered it on to the board and the socket, extending the socket outside the
controller. It's a bit Heath Robinson, but it works and saves buying a new controller. If you're
going to attempt this then a couple of tips:. Once the socket is out of the unit, the contacts can
fall out of it, particularly when soldering. I suggest some good tape to hold them in before you
start. Test all of the connections. The back two pairs furthest from the socket hole detect the
presence of the plug in the socket. One pair is normally open and the other is normally closed,
so don't assume that a short is a bad thing. Test the socket first to familiarise yourself with how
it works with and without a plug. If you're still reading and understand all this then give it a go. If
not then I suggest you don't attempt it. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the answer I
have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score 0. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi, It
may be that the 3. In any event the controller will have to be opened for the problem to be
diagnosed and repaired. Was this answer helpful? Score 3. Amazing how society today wants
everything handed to them. Amazing how society today wants quality products. Andrew
holbicketoon Rep: 13 1. Score 1. Josh Lester rageistheman Rep: 1. David Horton Rep: 37 1. If
you're going to attempt this then a couple of tips: 1. What is the pinout please? Cant find
anywhere online. Add your answer jmichaelwhite2 will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.
Gaming headset with around-ear headphones and removable omni-directional microphone.
Released Alex ellam alexellam. My headset has no sound coming out of either speaker, im
going to attempt to change the 3. Wikipedia suggests you're likely going to want to reattach it
with the tip hooked to the left channel, the first ring hooked to the right channel, the second ring
hooked to ground, and the sleeve hooked to the mic channel, as detailed here. Do you put the
twisted pair and the mic ground together? Because ive got 5wires and only 4 placed on the jack.
Show 1 more comment. Anthony Rebellon. Red and Green twisted is the mic wire. You have to
seperate the copper around it first because that is the ground wire for the mic. I have done the
same with my XO4 Turtle Beach headset. Use a lighter to burn away the little white fibers to
separate the wires. These are the correct wire colors the diagram below is labeled wrong :. The
little white wire inside the red and green wire is the mic ground. Use the lighter to burn off the
white insulation. The red and green wire which has the white wire inside it. Is the mic wire, Posn
4M on the diagram below. This is tricky to solder. You cannot have any of the connects
touching. Use heat shrink to prevent wires from rubbing on the inside of the jack casing. Hi do
you happen to know how the turtle beach headset wires connect to the red, green, white and
black wires on a jack? Show 2 more comments. Filip P. David Wardle davidwardle. The note on
the diagram is important. You may think you only have 4 wires once you have stripped the
insulation. Laur Laur D 57's reply to anthoneys answer was extremely insightful, but I think was
calling the GOLD insulated wire "copper" or "all copper". The plug broke on my Recon 70 PS4
headset. I lack a four pin 3. Michael Todd. I have red and blue wrapped in copper and a white
wrapped in green. Does this mean copper wrapping is ground, white is mic, red is left and blue
is right? Does anyone know the wiring onto the pcb in the headphone as my wires have been
pulled off the board. John Hunsberger. I have a Turtle Beach Recon x50, and some of the
instructions above were contradictory, misleading or vague, leading to me having to redo
soldering, which wasn't fun, and is why I'm posting for clarity. Step 1: Burn the enamel so you
expose about 1cm of copper. Sanding the tips can help but it's delicate. Tin the wires. It's times
easier to solder if you already have some solder adhered to the wire. I have a green wire, a all
copper wire, an all red wire and a red and gold wire Any ideas which wire goes where on this
one? January 1 by Martin Jordan. January 1 by adie Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Alex
ellam alexellam Rep: 11 1. What do each of these wires do and which wire goes to which part on
the new jack?? Any help would be great. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to
new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 0. The copper or gold is
usually the ground. I have blue red and copper colour thin wires and a thick black. The All-New.
The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this answer helpful? Score 2.
Yes t
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hanks for that but i dont know whar colors do what?? Usually the mic is grounded on the cable
already, so yes, that would be correct. Ive done this and the mic still doesnt work. So what do
you think to this? Most Helpful Answer. Anthony Rebellon Rep: 61 1 1. Score 5. I've followed
these instructions and it worked. I have green, red, blue, copper? Anthony's comments above
are correct. Thanks Anothony! What am I doing wrong? Filip P Rep: 13 2. Score 1. David Wardle
davidwardle Rep: 25 3. Thanks folks trying this tomoz when plug arrives, wish me luck. Michael
Todd Rep: 1. Red is probably right and blue is probably left. John Hunsberger Rep: 13 1.
Disclaimer: Don't burn yourself! I cut an existing 3. Just had to connect wires this way.
Preparation: Step 1: Burn the enamel so you expose about 1cm of copper. Step 2: Carefully
separate the white fluff, and then cut or burn it off. Step 3: Tin the wires. Hope this helps! Add
your answer Alex ellam will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

